TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT PLAN

PHASE 2

LEGEND

WORK ZONE AREA

TEAM PERMIT FROM PHASE 1

GROUP 2 CHANNING DEVICE

TYPE 2 BARRIERS

TRAFFIC MARKER SERVICE

TILE TIME ATTENUATOR

EXISTING DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC

TEMPORARY DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC

WORK VEHICLE

NOTES

GROUP 2 CHANNING DEVICE

ROLLING ROAD (RTE. 638)

SPEED LIMIT: 15 MPH

OUTSIDE LANE CLOSURE OPERATION ON A FOUR-LANE ROADWAY (TTC-638)

STL 600-0+500 TO STL 600-0+800

R.O.W. PLANS

THESE PLANS ARE UNFINISHED AND UNAPPROVED AND ARE NOT TO BE USED FOR ANY TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION.

1/25" = 1'-0"